BRG710 and BRG1410
Assembly Instructions
(The instructions are for the BRG710 complete and the main part of the BRG1410. For BRG1410 the adjustable plinths and wooden door
components are assembled first and then two of the BRG710 units are added one on top of the other following the BRG710 instructions)
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Place the wooden base with large cut out section
on the surface you intend to use it on. Add 4
connectors and place the metal tray into the cut out

Before adding the shelf that holds the gravity bins we suggest
that you put all 7 bolts in. The shelf also works with wider dispensers
(only 5 bolts required) so there are multiple drilled holes but you
need to put a bolt in the closest hole to each end and then space
equally thereafter. The bolts can be found in the Gravity Dispenser
boxes and are usually taped under the black base. It is very important
that the bolt is put together correctly. The black plastic section has a
metal core and one side sticks proud of the black plastic. The metal
washer needs to be put over this metal core.

Now add the second taller metal frame making sure that the
metal bar at the front is at the top and not the bottom.
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Add the lower of the metal frames with the opening
side facing outwards and add 4 connectors.

The bolt goes through this and is then put through the
hole in the wooden shelf. Tighten bolt from below using a
13mm socket and a standard ﬂathead screwdriver. Do not
over tighten. Put all 7 bolts in and then place on top of the
part built frame.

Fill your Gravity Dispensers with your products and
then click them into place on the shelf. It is best to do
this at a slight angle and push them ﬁrmly into place
on the holding bolt. To remove and reﬁll simply raise
slightly at the front and pull back sharply and it will
release easily.

